
IDPhoto Processor Software

IDPhoto Processor provides a professional solution with fully-
functional and powerful tools for batch ID photo processing. 
Due to its innovative facial detection system, IDPhoto 
Processor is able to quickly perform many routine tasks like 
photo crop, color adjustment and automatic enhancement. 
This smart tool quickly and 
effectively creates documents 
containing identification photos. 
If you are searching for other 
methods of automatic batch 
photo correction, look no further 
- IDPhoto Processor deals with 
even the most challenging tasks.

Benefits:

• Professional Software for ID Photo 

processing - IDPhoto Processor offers a 

wide range of functions, and the necessary 

customizable options for processing a 

large number of identification document 

photos quickly.

• Smart & Intuitive interface - IDPhoto 

Processor features a user-friendly layout 

that helps batch process dozens of ID 

images at once, so you don’t need to have 

in-depth photo processing skills.

• Support of most popular formats - 

IDPhoto Processor provides full support for 

the most popular image formats, such as 

JPEG, BMP, PNG, GIF and TIFF, and offers 

format conversion support.

• Effective technical support - Please 

contact us 24/7 if you have any questions 

or requests regarding our software!

Easiest Way
For Instant ID 
Photo Processing

Contacts: 
www.IDPhotoCapture.com
info@idphotocapture.com

BATCH PROCESS ID PHOTOS FOR PASSPORTS, ANY KIND OF IDENTIFICATION BADGES
OR CARDS, PERMITS, PASSES, OR OTHER DOCUMENTS

IDPhoto Processor
IDPhoto Processor incorporates all the necessary options to 
meet any number of your specific work requirements and 
tasks. With IDPhoto Processor, you get something more 
than just a photo processing tool. This software is a business 
solution: save time and effort and improve your staff 
performance and productivity. It’s a powerful and affordable 
tool with excellent performance that helps move your work 
or business to the next level.



Photo Enhancement
IDPhoto Processor is a versatile image enhancing 
and resizing tool that can perform a number of 
standardized tasks like image brightness adjustment, 
contrast, sharpness and saturation settings to a batch 
of photos automatically. The software provides the 
best results in photo processing for your environment.

Whole process automation
For further control and to avoid mistakes, in addition 
to full automation IDPhoto Processor includes the 
option to view and add processing settings, i.e. 
obtain extensive options for this product. For example 
you can send each photo per email, upload it to any 
website, save in the database or specify its name from 
excel file automatically. The user can choose whether 
to apply the same settings for the other photos in 
the batch or make adjustments when the software 
cannot recognize a face or is unable to process the 
photo automatically. Any level of customization for 
your business - with IDphoto processor it is possible!

Facial Detection System
IDPhoto Processor includes a comprehensive facial 
detection system that includes fully automatic 
facial recognition. This system enables automatic 
processing for any further corrections: for example, 
automatic customizable crop and automatic center 
and margin specification for batch photo processing. 
This is a great system if want to create consistent ID 
images quickly and easily and provide photos with a 
highly professional look.

TWAIN Interface Support
Our software supports TWAIN protocol, so you can use 
the «Process to TWAIN» option, which sends images 
to the program or to a device using the TWAIN driver. 
This significantly improves the performance of photo 
processing and transfer, and speeds up the process of 
creating documents, ID cards, passes and so on.

Satisfaction Guarantee  
If you are looking for ID photo
capturing solution, you are free
to choose from our selection of
products for various camera types

inPhoto ID PS 
Most valuable solution for 
compact digital cameras. 
Built-in flash, optical zoom, 
live view and good quality.

inPhoto ID SLR 
Premium quality solution for 
SLR digital cameras.
High-powered flash, excellent 
live view and picture quality.

IDPhoto Processor is a fully-functional suite for automatic batch processing of ID photos.

• accepts photos of various formats and sizes;
• automatic face detection;
• resizes or crops photos to preset requirements;
• support: Windows 10 / 8 / 7 / V i s t a / X P  (64-32bit);

• photo correction (sets contrast, sharpness, brightness etc.);
• saves results to any destination or may replace the original 

(as you specify);
• EXIF tags management and support (including DPI);


